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CAROLINE WANG & LISA TIU (CO-PRESIDENTS 2020) 

Dear Ladies, 

We would like to congratulate you all on finishing
the second trimester of 2020! The
unprecedented concept of social distancing is
challenging. However, it is vital to remember that
we are individually strong, but more importantly,
collectively powerful. We encourage you to
remain connected with friends and family during
such a difficult period. 

For Capital W, the second trimester of 2020 has
seen many of our key member engagement
events. We launched an inaugural Keeping up
with the Alumni event, inviting past Capital W
alumni to share their personal journey - from
Capital W experiences to the exciting beginnings
of their graduate programs. Furthermore, we
strengthened the Capital W support network
through mental health and wellbeing initiatives.
The partnership with Yoga Club in developing
Chill Out with Capital W and Yoga Club: Yoga
and Draw was a success in highlighting the
importance of self-care. 2020 has also shown
that we are stronger together and can continue
to bring value to one another when working
collaboratively.

Looking ahead, the Capital W team is preparing
for collective change as we begin planning our
strategic vision and leadership team for 2021.
The team will be taking T3 as an opportunity to
develop, communication

develop important skills in leadership
communication and teamwork. This will allow
our team to strengthen individually whilst
simultaneously becoming more powerful
entering 2021. Capital W continues to support
our members, aiming to build a bridge
between students and the corporate world.
Our team looks forward to the final
Intervarsity Tech Literacy Series workshop,
which will conclude with the Grand
Challenge, a competition between the
participating universities.

We wish you all the best in the final trimester
of 2020, and for some of our members, your
final trimester at university. We hope you feel
refreshed and ready to tackle the term
ahead. We encourage you to remain
connected with others, reflect on what makes
you individually strong and where you can
work with others to be collectively powerful.

"The strength of the team is each individual
member. The strength of each member is the
team."                                        – Phil Jackson

We wish you a safe and enjoyable Term 3!

Love,
Caroline and Lisa
2020 Co-Presidents

PRESIDENTS' WELCOME
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T H E  R E A L I T Y  O F  O N L I N E  L E A R N I N G  F O R  T H O S E  N O T
L I V I N G  A T  H O M E

T H E
T R A N S I T I O N
T O  O N L I N E

At face value, you would assume that a laptop and good internet is all  that is required to

efficiently learn and live in a first world country – it does not seem like a huge ask. However,

there is more to it than presumed. In person, when you take a class or watch a lecture, you

are within an enclosed space that allows you to primarily focus on the content. However, at

home, the difficulty that has been presented to young students is the fact that it is hard to

create a space similar to that at university. In 2016 ,  57% of Australians between the ages

of 20-24  were not living at home. For those who do not live at home, the primary

accommodation is university campus, student accommodation or renting a room within an

apartment or sharehouse. These smaller enclosed spaces make it extremely hard for

individuals to simulate a concentrated learning area.

Growing up I think a lot of us heard about how adaptability was a key skill  necessary to

develop that would end up being essential in the workplace. But I believe when my parents

talked about adaptability, I  do not think they imagined it in the context of a global

pandemic. The unexpected nature of COVID-19  saw a hasty transition towards online

learning where everyone’s ability to adapt was heavily challenged. The mid-class coffee

catch ups and the in class complaints had suddenly stopped with no insight to when it

would return. Whilst the online transition was the best response to ensure everyone’s

health and safety, it presented a lot of challenges for individuals.

B Y  A N V I  K O H L I
Second year

Data Science/Law



While I cannot speak specifically for those who live away from

home, even those who are currently living with their family have

faced issues too. Within the first three weeks of lockdown, my

family went to Ikea and Officeworks, buying all the computer

screens, desks and chairs necessary to allow all four of us to work

from home. While there are those who are privileged enough to live

in a space that offers the opportunity for different family members

to have their own space to work and study, this is not a luxury

afforded to everyone. Many families who live in smaller complexes

find it harder to create separate working spaces for every individual

member. For classes that require participation and active

involvement

Not only are those living away from home find it harder to adapt to online university, there are

other issues faced that impact their wellbeing. Research has shown that individuals should

have separate working and relaxation spaces in order to preserve their mental health and a

steady sleep cycle. For those who rent out apartments and student accommodation, online

university has proven to be an impediment to achieving this separation as many individuals

are confined to a singular room. Over the trimester and the year, the effects of this can take

its toll on an individual’s wellbeing, impacting their performance at university. I  think it is

important to be aware of the disadvantages placed on young people during their time at

university within the COVID-19  period.

It is however
always
important to
recognise the
resilience and
adaptability of
students in
overcoming these
challenges

W H Y  T H O S E  W H O  D O  N O T  L I V E  A T  H O M E
A R E  M O R E  A D V E R S E L Y  A F F E C T E D

B U T  I S  L I V I N G  A T  H O M E  A N Y  B E T T E R ?

S T U D E N T S  D E S E R V E  C O M M E N D A T I O N

involvement, students who have other members of their family working within the same

enclosed space have found it difficult to perform to the best of their ability. Further, a

conjoined working space can impede a student’s ability to be able to study and concentrate.

Whilst I can point out all  the negatives, I  will  not disregard the fact that the compliance to

online learning is essential to community health and safety. It is however always important to

recognise the resilience and adaptability of students in overcoming these challenges.

Ultimately, despite these troubles, UNSW students have successfully adapted to the curve

balls thrown at them.nvolvement 18



On the 4 June 2020, Capital W held its annual Internship
Applications Workshop for the first time over Zoom. Originally
held at the UNSW Business School, this year we moved the
workshop online due to current COVID-19 restrictions and
guidelines. We were extremely privileged to have a variety of
different sponsors and company representatives attend the
event, which included Bain & Company, EY, J.P. Morgan,
Macquarie Group, Morgan Stanley and Nomura. The workshop
was a very insightful and fantastic opportunity for our
students to have a first-hand experience conversing with
different firms, and learning about each company’s unique
application process for internships and graduate programs.

Multiple firms’ annual internship and graduate programs are
usually open for applications between February – July.
Capital W’s Internship Applications Workshop was therefore a
perfect chance for sponsor representatives to connect with
students, present and explain their individual application
process, offer tips and tricks to stand out, and answer any
student questions. The event allowed students to learn more
about each company’s recruitment process, and even stand
out beforehand by connecting with company representatives
to make a positive first impression. Capital W’s society
mission is to develop, motivate, and empower talented
women of today to become the future business leaders of
tomorrow, and through our Internship Applications Workshop,
we were able to facilitate the professional development of our
event attendees.

The workshop was held in a roundtable format with 3 different
Virtual Roundtable Discussions (Zoom Breakout Rooms), held
by sponsor representatives from Bain & Company, EY, J.P.
Morgan, Macquarie Group, Morgan Stanley and Nomura.
Through the 3 rotations, students had a chance to listen to
different firms’ recruitment process presentations, network,
ask questions, and receive the opportunity to build
professional relationships with company representatives while
applying for their internship and graduate programs. Capital
W ensured that the discussion environment was engaging
and thoughtful for all students by ensuring that all students
had a chance to ask their desired questions during each
company rotation, and learn more about each company’s
different application process.

Overall the event was a great success and Capital W are
delighted that our first virtual Internship Applications
Workshop concluded smoothly over Zoom. We would like to
sincerely thank all of the company representatives and
sponsors who took the time out to attend our event, and all of
the students for participating. Best of luck to everyone’s
internship and graduate applications, we hope you are
successful!

INTERNSHIP APPLICATIONS
WORKSHOP

R E C A P  O F  O U R  2 0 2 0  

B Y  J O A N N E  Y U

T H A N K  Y O U  T O  T H E
A T T E N D I N G  S P O N S O R S :  
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In collaboration with the UNSW Business School’s Community Wednesday initiative, this year saw the first launch of
Keeping Up with the Alumni, an online Q&A session with a panel of three much loved Capital W members. Mirroring
the reflective nature of 2020, a year full of insightful lessons and reminders of our shared connections, Keeping Up
with the Alumni presents itself as a new initiative that is designed to illuminate more light into the experiences of
recent graduates whilst at university and in the transition to the workplace. A product of both the close-knit and
supportive spirit that permeates through all Capital W members, this panel-style event served as a valuable
experience for the wider community to learn more about the topics that intrigued them, gain supportive advice
about the concerns they may be experiencing and enjoy themselves in a reassuring and welcoming space.

For this year’s event, we were lucky enough to have three incredibly personable and kind speakers who were eager
to give some guidance about their experiences. Our panellists included:

Through their intuitive (and humorous!) anecdotes, the audience was
immersed in their retelling of their university experiences and learned
how their journey with Capital W has positively shaped elements of their
professional and personal development. The session was guided by a
mixture of pre-submitted questions and on-the-day questions that
allowed the panellists to shed insight into their experiences with
exchange, the skills fostered at Capital W that have helped them grow in
their working lives, and dealing with uncertainties about future choices. By
learning more about Henrietta’s thorough enjoyment with her Danish
student exchange, the experiences Lily believes have best assisted in
preparing her for her current role and Tina’s journey transitioning from
university to her current graduate role, we gained more applicable skills
and appreciative advice to help guide us on a journey of our
own.  Perhaps one of the most memorable pieces of advice learned on
the day was the need to try out new experiences, and appreciate all the
distinct possibilities that may come with it. While it is okay not to be
completely happy with how all these pan out, we must remember that all
of these experiences, including the Keeping Up with the Alumni event,
have taught us a lesson that we can use as a pathway for our own growth.

R E C A P  O F
O U R  2 0 2 0  A L U M N I  E V E N T

KEEPING UP WITH ALUMNI

Tina Qi
Vice President Internal, 2019
 Consumer Banking Graduate at

Westpac

Henrietta Chiu
Co-President, 2020

 Marketing Graduate at
Commonwealth Bank

Lily Zhang
Co-President, 2020

Product and Technology
Graduate at Macquarie Group

B Y  U D I T H A  J I T H
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On 2 July 2020, Capital W collaborated with UNSW Consulting Club
to run our annual Women in Consulting event. This event provided
students with the opportunity to develop their case presentation
skills whilst gaining an insight into the consulting industry through the
case study as well as sponsor representatives. 

Due to Covid-19, Capital W had to re-pivot the traditionally in-
person event into an online event that would still provide the same
level of engagement and connection between students and sponsor
representatives. However, this obstacle also presented our team with
an opportunity to innovate the Women in Consulting event by
engaging students and sponsors who are typically unable to attend
on-campus events and providing greater event accessibility
through hosting a digital event.   

The night started with a 90 minute case-crack between the teams
with sponsor representatives attending halfway through to provide
advice and tips on how to improve their solution. This provided
students with valuable insights and direction whilst also fostering
meaningful connections between industry professionals and aspiring
students. The case question was “What avenue(s) should Target
pursue in order to increase sales by $200 million, and what would
that look like?”. 

This prompted our students to examine a range of considerations
such as synergies, specialisations and dark stores for Target. There
were a range of creative responses from our teams and it was
exciting to see such strong collaboration between the students
despite having to collaborate digitally as opposed to the traditional
face to face planning. Following case presentations, students gained
valuable feedback from their respective sponsor judges. The Women
in Consulting night concluded with a lively Q&A session for
sponsors.  

Altogether, there were over 40 student participants and Capital W
was fortunate enough to also have a range of sponsor
representatives attend from Bain & Company, Kearney, Oliver
Wyman, Partners in Performance and Strategy&. Capital W looks
forward to hosting our next Women in Consulting evening and
introducing aspiring students to the consulting industry.

R E C A P  O F
2 0 2 0  C A P I T A L  W  X  U C C  

WOMEN IN CONSULTING
B Y  M I C H E L L E  W U

T H A N K  Y O U  T O  T H E  A T T E N D I N G  S P O N S O R S :  
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Once the Panel Discussion concluded, students were able to participate in 3 different Virtual Roundtable
Discussions (Zoom Breakout Rooms) with different sponsor representatives from various firms. Within their 3
rotations, students were given an opportunity to network, gain professional knowledge, and ask questions to
different firms and representatives. We facilitated an encouraging and thoughtful environment with sponsors
and were able to gain a greater understanding of multiple topics including work-life balance, workforce
challenges, and how to enter the financial services industry (a question that many students were curious
about!). Eventually, the event concluded after two hours of sharing insights and inspiring discussions, and
students were able to reflect on their key learnings and takeaways from the event, and have hopefully made
some new connections and networks along the way.

The prominent message delivered throughout our Diversity in Finance event was that diversity and equality
are essential in the workplace, and as aspiring hopefuls looking to enter the financial services sector, it is
important to take note of such initiatives and celebrate positive change. Capital W and UNIT UNSW would like
to thank all of the students and sponsor representatives who attended this event, and we hope everyone was
able to feel empowered and inspired!

R E C A P  O F   
2 0 2 0  C A P I T A L  W  X  U N I T  

DIVERSITY IN FINANCE
B Y  J O A N N E  Y U

T H A N K  Y O U  T O  T H E  A T T E N D I N G  S P O N S O R S :  

On 16 July 2020, Capital W held its Diversity in Finance event in collaboration with UNIT UNSW, catering to over
60 university students. Due to current COVID-19 restrictions, the event was held online over Zoom for the very
first time. We were very lucky to have multiple sponsor representatives attend from various firms including
Bain & Company, Bank of America, Bloomberg, Citi, Goldman Sachs, Kearney, Lazard and Westpac Group. After
enabling a Zoom Waiting Room and arranging for students to be admitted into the call at 6pm, the event
launched with an Opening Address from UNIT UNSW and Capital W to give the Event Agenda and a review of
Zoom Etiquette (just in case it is anyone’s first time joining a Zoom networking event!).

Afterwards, the event proceeded to a Panel
Discussion, and we were fortunate to be joined by
Jennifer Millman – Head of Australia Analytics at
Bloomberg, Michelle He – Associate at Goldman
Sachs, Kate Mann – Investment Banking Analyst at
Lazard, and Niamh O’Reilly – Investment Banking
Analyst at Citi as our panellists. The Panel Questions
were centred around diversity, equality,
representation, and leadership, and students were
able to receive thoughtful insights from the
experiences and perspectives of our company
panellists regarding these topics. In particular, we
celebrated the progress various companies have
made regarding diversity and equality in the
workplace, and different initiatives organisations
have developed to recognise the need for diversity
and change within the financial services industry.
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In collaboration with UNSW Yoga Club, Capital W presented ‘Yoga

and Draw’- an event that focused on student wellbeing and balance,

offering two calming and fun activities for attendees to enjoy before

the final T2 exam block. The event consisted of two key components,

a 40 minutes yoga session run by the lovely yoga instructor Thalia

followed by a colouring-in session led by members of Capital W.

With 2020 being such a hectic year, it has taught us the importance

of maintaining our social networks and the mental wellbeing of

ourselves and others around us. Overall, the attendees of ‘Yoga and

Draw’ saw the event as a perfect way to release the stress of

university life, as well as tensions stemming from such a period of

uncertainty. Many also found it refreshing to take part in an event

that wasn’t focused around professional development. 

Whilst there were some challenging yoga poses, it

was lovely to see everyone so involved and engaged

by giving a go at all the yoga positions and really

building a close sense of community. 

The colouring-in session that followed after the Yoga

was a great way to not only foster mindfulness but

also social engagement. Everyone was put into

breakout rooms, which facilitated communication

between both members and non-members of

Capital W in an open, inclusive and chill

environment. Thanks to Capital W’s Marketing team,

the colouring-in templates offered the girls to

choose

Thank you to Thalia our amazing
guest yoga instructor!

R E C A P  O F
C H I L L  O U T  W I T H  C A P I T A L  W  A N D  Y O G A  C L U B  

Yoga & Draw

Especially during such

unprecedented times,

‘Yoga and Draw’ was a

good reminder for

everyone to continue to

stay in touch with their

social circles and take

care of their individual

well-being by taking a

break and participating

in relaxing activities.

to choose between four designs - with everyone showcasing their incredibly unique and creative works

of art afterwards. A particular shout-out and congratulations to our prize-winner Jasmine who won the

$30 Lulu Lemon voucher for having the most artistic and innovative design!

B Y  J E L I N N A  W A N G

1
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I n te r-Vars i t y  TecInter-Vars i t y  Tec
Technology has made a massive impact on the way we live and work, and will
continue to do so in the future. Capturing the significant social and economic
opportunities that technology brings, businesses are integrating new technologies
such as cloud software, robotics and artificial intelligence into their current
operations. These transformations will alter the type of jobs that businesses offers,
impacting students and their career pathways. Universities must prepare for
changing future career patterns and direct focus on providing students with the
necessary knowledge, skills and opportunities to adapt to new labour circumstances. 

A recent Access Economics study found that women make up just 27.8% of the IT
workforce and that female students comprise only 20% of Information Technology
graduates coming from Australia’s universities. Having identified a need for
increased female representation in the business and technology space, Capital W
partnered with the UNSW Business School to address this problem. This resulted in
our collaborative program: the Inter-Varsity Tech Literacy Series (ITLS), presented as
a series of four workshops in collaboration with Macquarie University’s Women
Entering Business (WEB), the University of Sydney’s Network of Women (NOW) and
the University of Technology Sydney’s Women in Business (WIB). The ITLS seeks to
empower female students in Business with skills in technology that translate to all
fields of business, so that they are better prepared to initiate their careers within an
industry that continuously experiences disruptive innovation.

University SocietiesUniversity Societies

SponsorsSponsors
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h L i te racy  Ser iesh  L i te racy  Ser ies
TestimonialsTestimonials

As a participant of Capital W’s Inter-Varsity Tech Literacy Series, I had
the opportunity to learn industry as well as company-specific skills
from a range of sponsors such as Salesforce and Microsoft. This series
has not only taught me fundamental hard skills but has also informed
me about the real importance of these skills in our dynamically
evolving business environment. Additionally, it was also extremely
exciting to be engaged with a range of sponsors and students with
similar passions in our tech industry.

The Inter-Varsity Tech Literacy series serves to empower female
Business students with relevant technological knowledge and skills to
better equip them for an evolving industry and workforce. Workshops
are run by experienced instructors who work in leading technological
firms, providing valuable, intimate insights to participants. I encourage
all female students who have even the slightest interest in business
and technology to apply for future Inter-Varsity Tech Literacy
programs.

The Inter-Varsity Tech Literacy series has offered an invaluable
opportunity to learn about some of the most innovative technologies
provided by market-leading tech companies. The workshops offer a
great blend of practical learning and interactive Q&As. Although I did
not have a strong tech background, every workshop has empowered
me to explore different areas within the tech field and learn how to
apply my interests in technology and business.

With the rapid development of technology revolutionising almost every
industry, improving the technology literacy of students is a highly
relevant concern. As such I highly recommend the ITLS to students of
all backgrounds as I believe it has been a fantastic, hands-on way for
me to learn the necessary knowledge and skills to thrive in an
increasingly technologically integrated workforce. My participation in
the ITLS has been an amazing experience and has further educated
me about the wide range of technologies out there.

The Inter-Varsity Tech Literacy Series has provided amazing exposure
to various digital tools through live demonstrations from company
representatives. I have thoroughly enjoyed learning about the
applications of the digital tools and being able to follow along on my
own screen. The sessions have all been very well organised and
Angela and Natalie have continued to inspire us all with their
enthusiasm and passion towards empowering female students with
skills in technology.

Michelle Wu, B Commerce (Co-op)

May May Yang, B Commerce (Co-op)

Zoe Ong, B Commerce/Information Systems

Anna Yang, B Commerce/Actuarial

Lydia Yin, B Commerce/Actuarial
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Humans of

Capital W
2020

Don’t take life so seriously! I used to take 

my studies and future so seriously. I’d stress

unnecessarily and I thought that to succeed, I had to

‘sacrifice today’s happiness for the sake of a better

tomorrow’. Now as a university student, I realise it

wasn’t worth it to worry so much over doing well, if it

meant that I failed to enjoy myself. I think even in

university, there are many who find themselves

daunted by the future and don’t appreciate the time

now. Sometimes we stress over things that seem big

to us today but feel smaller and smaller as more time

passes. I think it’s important to have that holistic view

and not forget to look out the window and enjoy the

scenery, as we journey towards finding our place in

the world.

Chelsea, Publications Director

Advice for your younger self?

Jessica, 

Marketing Portfolio

Why did you pick Actuarial Studies/

Computer Science, and how are you

finding it?
I wanted to challenge my comfort zone extend my

skills and build resilience. The degree appealed to

me because it enables me to explore both the

digital and business space, and as such, prepare

me for the ever-changing digital workspace. I

found computer programming and maths had quite

challenging and heavy workloads. Although the

degree may seem quite full-on, I've learnt to enjoy

the workload as it has developed my time

management and efficiency. Involving myself in

subcommittees such as ASOC and Capital W has

provided me with a well-rounded and satisfying

university experience so far despite quarantine.29



I'm currently studying Commerce and majoring inmarketing. I had always planned to do a businessdegree since high school but never really knewwhat particular area of business I wanted to pursuein university. However, after taking two marketinginternships I discovered that this was definitely thediscipline that I found I was most passionate in. Ilove how marketing is constantly changing andevolving with our human population. The fact that itis a human-centric field of study where everymarketing strategy has to not only adapt, but alsoprovide value to the consumer means there is noone boring day in the job.

Especially since working from home due to COVID-19, I found

it particularly important to stick to a schedule in order to

maintain self-motivation. Although I only took one subject

during my internship, one of my key takeaways was to stick to

the work hours and to attend the lectures/tutorials at their

assigned times. This way, I would have a clear, balanced

work schedule and wouldn’t fall behind. Since the weekends

were the only days I didn’t have internship work, I would

allocate time to do a bit of revision/study especially when I

had an assessment or finals coming up.

How did you manage completing 

internship work with your uni studies?

Jelinna, 
Events Portfolio

What degree are you studying, and why? 

Michelle,

Sponsorships Director

Check out the rest
of the Humans of
Capital W Series

on Instagram!
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What was your dream 
job as a child and now?

My younger self changed dream jobs every

few weeks. It would go between Astronaut,

Doctor, Vet, full-time Club Penguin player to

Forensic Scientist. I had no clue what an Actuary

could be. It combines my passions for maths and

leadership and allows me to access a number of

exceptional post-university careers. My current

dream is Chief Financial Officer of a Fortune 500

company, creating financial stability and

prosperity for clients, employees, and the wider

community. Although this may seem like a large

dream, I hope to use my degree as a stepping

stone, applying perseverance and hard work.

Further, I would love to work internationally in

financial hubs, particularly Zurich. Tara,

Events Portfolio

Emily,
Marketing Portfolio

What was your first impression of Capital W, and what is your

impression like now?

My first impression of Capital W was pretty accurate! As a clueless first-year writing my very

first subcommittee application, I remember scrolling through the Capital W website in awe of

how professional yet simultaneously close-knit the society seemed. Being the women in

business society on campus, I expected the Capital W family to be a community of motivated,

passionate, like-minded young women. As I've gotten to know the team better through our

meetings, bonding sessions, mentoring calls and events throughout the year, it's safe to say 

that my experiences with Capital W so far have gone above and beyond that first impression!
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